
Shooting Script Format 

Shot Camera/Action Time Audio 
1 Close up on bottom of legs, sunset going 

down next to the river. 
 

3seconds  Voice over “Around six months ago” 

2 Long shot of Bailey sitting down on the wall 
and looking out over the water moving her 
head a little. 

3 seconds Voice over “ I stood here” 

3 Side mid shot of Bailey smiling  
 

3 seconds “Ready to throw myself off” 

4 
 

Point of view shot (little more de-
saturated) head looks to side  

3 seconds “and say goodbye” 

5 Extreme long/ low angle shot  
 

4 seconds “you may be questioning why” 

6 Camera tilts up to face the sky  
 

2 seconds  but this is my story” 

7 Black screen  
 

2 seconds “well some of it” 

8 Extreme long shot – Bailey stood there 
people walk around her. She has a forced 
smile on her face. And people walk around 
her and barge into her. 

5 seconds “I often wondered if anyone would 
notice if I were gone, they would’ve 
noticed but…” 

9 Point of view on two bullies - low angle 
shot.  

1 second  “only because I was their personal 
punching bag. I wore a smile before 
they threw the hit. I deserve this” 

10 Close up of one of the bullies punching the 
girl in the stomach   

1 second  

11 Close up on the other one kicking her shin  
 

1 second   

12 Mid shot of Bailey on the floor with her 
head in her knees and back to the wall.  
 

2 second  

13 Point of view shot of bully’s quickly walking 
down the corridor. 

2 seconds  

14 Extreme close up on eyes then fade to 
white. 

2 seconds  A noise to imply flashback  

15 Mid shot Dark room with a little light the 
girl looks sad but has a smile plastered on 
her face and is holding her phone.  
 

2 seconds Light piano music 

16 Extreme close up on phone   
‘ bestie XP’ 
Bailey: 
“ thank you”  

2 seconds  Light piano music 

17 Mid shot of her texting   
 

1 second  Light piano music  

18 Extreme close up on phone  
 
Friend: 
“For what? I didn’t do anything.”  
 

6 seconds Light piano music 
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Bailey: 
“Honestly you have, you’ve helped a lot, 
please don’t leave like everyone else” 
Friend 
“Don’t worry I won’t, I couldn’t. You’re 
amazing.” (cross dissolve)  

20  Lowly lit room. Mid shot of girl cuddled up 
in the corner, very isolated. She looks 
down at her phone then picks it up in 
anger.  

3 seconds  

21  Close up on phone  
‘ bestie XP’  
“ you said you’d never leave, you 
promised” *message read*  

3 seconds  

22 White screen ( end of flashback)  
 

1 second   

23  Close up in bathroom looking down 
 

2 seconds  

24  Close up on the writing on her arm  
‘annoying’ 
‘useless’  
‘pathetic’  
‘stupid’  

5 seconds  “I’m sorry I’m useless, 
I’m sorry I’m pathetic, 
I’m sorry I’m stupid, 
I’m sorry I’m annoying 

25 Black  1 seconds “I’m sorry you hate me” 
(dark music begins)  

26 close up on eyes  
(cross dissolve) 
Old swing set  

4 seconds  You’re really fat like really.- voice 1 
You are not wanted here go away-
voice 2 

27 Mid shot sitting in the corner of her room 
(black and white)  

2 seconds Everyone hates you, get over 
yourself- voice 1  
Awe feeling unloved are we? Poor 
you- voice 2  

28 Mid shot sitting in the corner of her room 
(bright) 

1 seconds Echo’s  

29  Mid shot Swing set  
(cross dissolve)  
Hand held mid shot on trees slow 
movements 

5 seconds Can you stop being so god damn 
annoying- voice 1  
You disgust me you gay faggot- voice 
2  (echo’s)  

30 Close up on hands shaking  
 

2 seconds Lazy little twat – voice 1  

31 White screen bright flares 
 

2 seconds You are so stupid – voice 2  

32  Mid shot of Bailey walking from the front 
 

2 seconds  

33 Mid shot of Bailey walking from behind 
 

2 seconds  

34 Close up on legs going up stairs  
 

3 seconds (music quick fade out) 

35 Someone comes and stands next to her  
 

2 seconds   
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36 Behind long shot of them standing 
together. 

5 seconds  “ don’t do it suicide isn’t the answer, 
believe me I know” 

37 Side shot  7 seconds  Bailey: “no one cares about me” 
“I do” 
Bailey: “you don’t know me” 

38 Two shot from behind  4 seconds  “No, you don’t know me. I see you 
walk around school pushed into 
walls, even cry in the toilets” 

39 Close up on Bailey’s  face with slight 
confusion  

2 seconds “How do you… What?”  

40  Close up on person  3 seconds “It happened to me too, funny… you 
felt unnoticed, and you didn’t even 
know I existed.”  

41  Person climbs off the wall and reaches out 
her hand after talking. 

8 seconds “Come on Bailey, you can do this, 
you know ‘Bailey’ is the walls of the 
castle. The walls are the strongest 
part, so many people are in this 
situation. You’re not as different as 
you think, I’m Jade. 

42  Standing on wall looking over river 
(cross dissolve)  
Water  

3 seconds  You are loved, not hated.  

43 Close up on flowers  
 

3 seconds You are beautiful, not ugly. 

44 Close up on stones 
 

3 seconds You are helpful, not useless  

45 Black out  
 

3 seconds  You are doing great.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


